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Associate in Forensic Services (m/f) 

FAS, Forensics 

Zagreb, Croatia 

 
Deloitte’s Forensic Services practice reviews accounting and business records and provide detailed analysis to help uncover essential 

facts and insights. We can bring to bear the range of our forensic investigation skill set to help our clients understand and analyze 

events or issues and prepare to deal with them. We have developed methodologies and strategies that help clients handle difficult 

circumstances. With years of dispute consulting experience and through thousands of cases of various types and descriptions, we have a 

solid track record of helping counsel with challenging financial and economic issues in complex litigation and other business dispute 

cases. We are trained to provide financial insight and clarity to counsel during the various stages of a business dispute, from case theory 

development and discovery to expert witness testimony. Interested to be in the best team in this area? Then apply now!!! 

 

Exciting tasks await you…   

 

As a member of our growing Forensics team, you will assist our senior team in helping clients to solve a wide variety of business 

situations. You will learn how to and then provide valuable financial insight and clarity to colleagues who will counsel clients during all 

stages of a business dispute, from case theory development and discovery to expert witness testimony. You will make an impact that 

matters. You will achieve this by: 

 

 Performing Forensics, Investigations and other Financial Services Advisory tasks, 

 Performing analysis of accounting, finance, economic issues in the context of business transactions, 

 Reporting on task execution progress, 

 Learning about forensic services overall and participating in multiple stages of projects, 

 Supporting senior colleagues from FAS Forensics department in Croatia and Adriatics, 

 Helping in preparation of proposals and participating in marketing initiatives 

 Supporting internal initiatives and practice management projects , 

 Participating in drafting relevant documents, reports and presentations. 

 

You have ideal sills for this role  

 

 University education - Master's degree 

 1-2 years of experience, preferably in forensics, investigation or fraud area, anti money laundering or audit 

 Excellent communication and presentations skills (oral and written), excellent knowledge of English (oral and written), 

 Team player with capability to work independently,  

 Diligence, punctuality, a responsible approach with stress resilience , 

 Analytical mindset, critical thinking, detective approach, 

 Professional, business attitude towards clients and co-workers, 

 Willingness to learn about forensics. 

 

You will get…  

 Opportunities for outstanding personal and professional development in Croatia and abroad, 

 Interesting and challenging work in a dynamic international environment cooperating with different large clients, 

 Job performance remuneration package, 

 Full-time permanent employment (after successfully completed probation period). 

 

Apply now!!! 
Send your CV on CEHRAdriaticHR@deloittece.com; Put in the email subject line Forensic Associate CRO FY18 

The opportunity will remain open till November 7, 2017. 

 

We are looking forward to hearing from you! 
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